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Abstract
This paper presents a Markov Model used to configure the Chen,Toueg and Aguilera’s
NFD-U/NFD-E failure detector algorithm for unsynchronized clocks according to QoS
requirements. The Markov Model uses the loss burst probabilities to capture the message
loss burst information. The experiments with data gathered from a link between two long
distance networks show that the proposed configurator performs better than the Chen,
Toueg and Aguilera configurator when long loss bursts occur and performs similarly to
their configurator when no loss burst occurs.
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Introduction

A failure detector uses monitoring messages to catch information about the crash of monitored processes. In distributed systems, failure detectors have been used to solve several
problems such as distributed consensus [11, 9, 6] and group membership [8, 3, 23, 26]. In
computer networks, the timers are a kind of failure detector which have as the main goal
the detection and retransmission of lost packets [28, 22].
This paper is about the quality of service (QoS) of failure detectors, which is defined
in the Chen et al paper [7]. They define metrics to measure and evaluate failure detectors
about a fast crash detection and an accurate suspicion of process crashes. They developed
a new failure detector (NFD-S) algorithm for synchronized clocks, and unsynchronized ones
(NFD-U and NFD-E). However, the model defined for these failure detectors assumes only
message mean loss probability as the system parameter for message losses.
Long distance [1, 27, 29] and wireless networks [2, 22] have a high rate of message loss
bursts. Markov chain models have been used to model loss bursts in these networks [27, 29,
14, 16]. Markov chains usually use 2m states, where m represents the last consecutive losses
which are considered. So, Sanneck [21] proposes limited and unlimited state space Markov
chain models which have only m + 1 states. In these models, the state and state transition
probabilities are approximated by using the probability distribution of loss burst lengths.
1
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2
Sotoma and Madeira [24] propose a Markov model, based on the limited state space
model of Sanneck, to model the QoS of failure detectors in the presence of message loss
bursts. That work was reformulated by the authors with the unlimited state space model
of Sanneck, until NFD-S configurator when message delay distribution is known [25]. In
this current paper, we further improve this recent work with a new configurator to NFD-S
when message delay distribution is unknown, and a new configurator to NFD-U/NFD-E.
This work shows that the new configurator to NFD-U/NFD-E performs better than Chen
et al ones, mainly when there are long loss burst lengths, and performs similarly to Chen
et al ones when there are no loss bursts. The results also corroborate previous works which
indicate that the choice of a message delay estimator has much impact on failure detector
QoS and that it is difficult to meet all main QoS requirements at the same time.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shortly describes the basic Sanneck model,
the Chen et al work, and related works which use the QoS metrics. Section 3 reviews
the Sotoma and Madeira Markov chain model for the configurator to NFD-S. Section 4
proposes a new configurator to NFD-S when message delay distribution is unknown. Section
5 proposes a new configurator for NFD-U/NFD-E for unsynchronized clocks. Section 6
presents the simulation setting and the results with the configurator for NFD-E, and Section
7 offers some conclusions.

2

Background

The following subsections provide a short description of the loss burst model of Sanneck,
the quality of service of failure detectors, and some related work on failure detectors and
QoS.

2.1

Loss Run-Length Model

The Sanneck [21] model for loss run-length with a Markov chain with unlimited state space
(m+1 states) is shown in Figure 1). The random variable X provides information about loss
bursts lengths and is defined as follows: X = 0 means no lost packet, X = z (0 < z < m)
means exactly z consecutive lost packets, X ≥ z means at least z consecutive lost packets.
The Markov chain state transition occurs according to transition probabilities pij , with i < j
(for loss burst lengths lower than or equal to m) or i ≥ j = 0 (for a packet arrival). The
state probability of the system for 0 < z ≤ m is P r(X ≥ z), and for z = 0 is P r(X = 0).
pm0 = 1
X =0

p10

X ≥1

p20

X ≥2

X ≥m

p00
p12
p23
p(m−1)m
p01
Figure 1: Sanneck model with unlimited state space.

2.2

QoS of Failure Detectors

This Section shortly describes the Chen et al assumptions to their model to QoS of failure
detectors. A monitored process p sends heartbeat messages periodically to a failure detector
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process q which periodically verifies p has crashed. They assume the following probabilistic
network model:
1) The link between p and q does not create or duplicate messages, but may delay or
drop messages;
2) message loss probability pL is the probability of a message be dropped by the link,
and message delay D is the delay from the time a message is sent to the time it is received,
since the message is not dropped by the link;
3) the delay expected value E(D) and the delay variance V (D) of D are finite;
4) p and q have access to their own local clocks, which have no drift;
5) the probabilistic behavior of the network does not change over time;
6) the crashes can not be predicted;
7) the delay and loss behaviors of the messages that a process sends are independent of
whether (and when) the process crashes;
8) the link from p to q has the message independence property: the behaviors of any
two heartbeat messages sent by p are independent.
At a time t, q can inform S whether it suspects of p crash, or T if it believes that p is
alive. A transition is an alternated changing between the outputs T and S. An S-transition
occurs when q informs S just after it has informed T ; and a T-transition occurs when
the output of q changes from S to T . The following QoS metrics are defined as random
variables.
Detection time (TD ) is the QoS metric for failure detector speed, and describes how fast
q detects the p crash. TD represents the time that elapses from the time that p crashes to
the time when the final S-transition (of q) occurs and there are no transitions afterward.
There are QoS metrics for accuracy which describe how well q avoids mistakes. A mistake
occurs when q outputs S, but p is still alive.
The two primary accuracy metrics are: 1) Mistake recurrence time (TM R ): the time
that elapses from an S-transition to the next one; and 2) Mistake duration (TM ): the time
that elapses from an S-transition to the next T-transition.
Besides these two primary accuracy metrics, there are four accuracy metrics which are
derived from TM R and TM : 1) Average mistake rate (λM ): the rate at which a failure
detector mistakes; 2) Query accuracy probability (PA ): the probability that the failure
detector’s output is correct at a random time; 3) Good period duration (TG ): the time that
elapses from a T-transition to the next S-transition; and 4) Forward good period duration
(TF G ): the time that elapses from a random time at which q trusts p to the time of the
next S-transition.
Theorem 1 of Chen et al, at next, explains how the six accuracy metrics are related.
P r(A) denotes the probability of event A; E(X), E(X k ), and V (X) denote the expected
value (or mean), the kth moment, and the variance of random variable X, respectively.
A failure detector history is a sequence of outputs (S or T ) which the failure detector
provides. In failure-free runs, an ergodic failure detector is that which outputs histories
which follow an ergodic probabilistic distribution. This means that, in failure-free runs, the
failure detector slowly “forgets” its past history: from any given time on, its future behavior
may depend only on its recent behavior.
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Theorem 1.
For any ergodic failure detector, the following results hold: 1) TG =
TM R −TM . 2) If 0 < E(TM R ) < ∞, then λM = 1/E(TM R ) and PA = E(TG )/E(TM R ). 3) If
0 < E(TM R ) < ∞ and E(TG ) = 0, then TF G is always
R x 0. If 0 < E(TM R ) < ∞ and E(TkG ) 6=
0, then 3a) for all x ∈ [0, ∞), P r(TF G ≤ x) = 0 P r(TG > y)dy/E(TG ), 3b) E(TF G =
E(TGk+1 )/[(k + 1)E(TG )]. In particular, 3c) E(TF G ) = [1 + V (TG )/E(TG )2 ]E(TG )/2.
Process p:
1 for all i ≥ 1, at time σi = iη, send heartbeat mi to q;
Process q:
2 Initialization: output = S;
3 for all i ≥ 1, at time τi = σi + δ:
4
if did not receive mj with j ≥ i then output ← S;

{suspect p initially}
{suspect p if no fresh
message is received}

5 upon receive message mj at time t ∈ [τi , τi+1 ):
6
if j ≥ i then output ← T ;
{trust p when some fresh message is received}
Figure 2: Algorithm NFD-S with parameters η and δ (clocks are synchronized).
The NFD-S algorithm of Chen et al which assumes synchronized clocks is shown in
Figure 2. NFD-S has two parameters: η and δ. η is the intersending interval between the
heartbeat messages m1 , m2 , . . . which p sends q. So, σi is the sending time of the message
mi . q shifts the σi ’s forward by δ to obtain the sequence of times τ1 < τ2 < . . ., where
τi = σi + δ, for i ≥ 1. For i = 0, τ0 = 0. If q has received a heartbeat message mj with
j ≥ i within time period [τi , τi+1 ), then q trusts p. Otherwise, q suspects p.

2.3

Failure Detectors and QoS

In the literature, the main use of QoS metrics of failure detectors is to evaluate failure
detector implementations. Bertier et al. [4, 5] use real data to evaluate their failure detector
implementations. Bertier et al. [4] show that their proposed dynamic estimator lead to a
lower detection time but a low increase in the number of false suspicions and in the average
TM , compared with Chen et al estimator. Bertier et al. [5] use an adaptation procedure
based on the Chen et al configurator for NFD-U algorithm, to calculate the failure detector
parameters. Then their evaluation shows that the proposed hierarchical failure detection
architecture, when attending the QoS of several processes, can lead to a higher detection
time, but with much lower false suspicions and average TM .
Nunes and Jansch-Pôrto [19] use a pull failure detector and Falai and Bondavalli[10]
use a push failure detector to evaluate the failure detector behavior under several message
delay predictors (estimators) and safety margins. Both works show that in a scenario
with constant safety margin and different predictors, a more accurate predictor does not
necessarily imply in a lower detection time and in an improvement of the failure detector
accuracy. Their experiments also show that in many times a combination predictor-safety
margin does not improve the average TM and average TM R at the same time. Usually, when
the combination leads the failure detector to lower the TM , also lower the TM R .
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Hayashibara et al. [13] utilize QoS metrics only to evaluate their proposed accrual failure
detector with Chen et al (NFD-E) and Bertier et al [4] ones. In a wide area network, the
accrual and NFD-E failure detectors are similar, but the Bertier et al does not work well
(because it was designed for a local network (LAN)). In a LAN and a low detection time
(below 1 s), the accrual failure detector overcomes the NFD-E failure detector and is similar
to Bertier et al one. However, in a LAN and detection time above 1.4 s, the accrual and
NFD-E failure detectors are similar.
These previous works do not show if the required QoS is satisfied from the parameters
output by the adaptation procedure. The previous Sotoma and Madeira’s papers [24, 25]
and this paper configure the failure detector from QoS requirements and then verify if the
failure detector really satisfies the requirements. Additionally, these works are the first to
address explicitly the occurrence of message loss bursts to build configurators which provide
parameters to lead the failure detector to satisfy the QoS requirements.

3

A Model of Loss Bursts for Failure Detectors

This Section uses the Chen et al paper [7] as framework, and only describes shortly the
Sotoma and Madeira’s paper [25]. Further details and proofs can be found in these works.

3.1

Modified Probabilistic Network Model

The probabilistic network model considered in the proposed model is the same of the Chen
et al one (see Section 2.2), except by the following changes:
1) Besides the message loss probability (pL ) and message delay (D), the link between
p and q also has the additional probability distribution of loss burst lengths, given by all
pL,z ’s. pL,z = oaz , where z is the length of a loss burst, oz is the number of loss bursts of
length z, and a is the highest valid heartbeat message received.
2) The message independence property is not required. There can be either an independent behavior of any two messages, or a dependent behavior of each message only with its
predecessor one.

3.2

The Markov Model for Loss Bursts

The folowing subsections provide an overview of the basic Markov chain model, the NFDS model for loss bursts, and the NFD-S configurator when message delay distribution is
known.
3.2.1

The Basic Markov Chain Model

The Markov model of Sanneck [21] (see Section 2) is the basis for the Definition 2. The
NSM-NFD-S configurator (proposed in [25]), which is briefly described in Section 3.2.3,
assumes the whole information in Definition 2 is already available when the failure detector
configuration starts. This is possible due to approximations of the state and state transition
probabilities, as described in [25].
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Definition 2.
1. Zn is a sequence of random variables with values within space F = {0, 1}. Zn = 0
means a message was received by q, and Zn = 1 means a message was lost.
2. h is the highest loss burst length which has been noted by q until the time at which
the configuration takes place.
3. S = [0, h], with S ⊆ N, is the set of the possible states in the Markov chain.
4. Xn+1 = f (Xn , Zn+1 ) is the random variable which defines a Markov chain, with
Xn ∈ S and X0 is the first observed state. If Xn < h, then Xn+1 = Zn+1 Xn + Zn+1 ; else if
Xn = h, then Xn+1 = 0, for Zn+1 = 0. If Xn = h and Zn+1 = 1 the markov chain is not
defined, according to item 2.
5. The meaning of the random variable Xn+1 , defined in item 4, is as follows: Xn+1 = 0
means no lost message, Xn+1 = z (0 < z ≤ h) means exactly z consecutive lost messages,
Xn+1 ≥ z means at least z consecutive lost messages.
6. The meaning of state and state transition probabilities, defined in item 4, is as follows.
State transitions occur depending on transition probabilities pij , with i < j (for loss burst
lengths lower than or equal to h) or i ≥ j = 0 (for a message arrival). The state probability
of the system for 0 < z ≤ h is P r(Xn+1 ≥ z), and for z = 0 is P r(Xn+1 = 0).
The Definitions 3 and 4, at next, simplifly the notation for the state transition probabilities of the Markov chain of the Definition 2. The Definition 3 shows the probability
of performing state transitions corresponding to a loss burst of length bs − es + 1. The
Definition 4 shows the probability of performing a transition to state 0 when a message is
received after a loss burst with length i, or after another previously received message.
Definition 3. The probability of forward
state transitions, from a state bs to a state
Q
es ≥ bs, is defined as f orw(bs, es) = es−1
p
n=bs n(n+1) . From the Definition 2, when n ≥ h,
f orw(bs, es) = 0.
Definition 4. The probability of a backward state transition, from a state i to the state
0 is defined as to0(i) = pi0 , from the Definition 2. pi0 = 1 − pi(i+1) , for i < h, and ph0 = 1,
for i = h.
3.2.2

The NFD-S Model to Cope Loss Bursts

The Definition 5 uses the Markov chain of the Definition 2 for QoS of failure detectors in
the presence of loss bursts to characterize the probability of an S-transition occurs in time
τi .
Definition 5.
1. For any i ≥ 1, let k be the smallest integer such that, for all j ≥ i + k, mj is sent at
or after time τ i .
2. For any i ≥ 2, let q0 be the probability that q receives the message mi−1 before time
τi . In this case, the Markov chain is in state 0.
3. For any i ≥ 1, let u(x) be the probability that q suspects p, by receiving no one of the
messages mi+j , for every 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, at time τi + x, for all x ∈ [0, η). This definition
assumes the Markov chain is already in state 0 (definitions 5.2 and 5.4). Therefore, from
state 0, the Markov chain takes transitions.
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4. For any i ≥ 2, let ps be the probability that an S-transition occurs at time τi . This
characterizes the whole Markov chain.
The Proposition 6 mathematically describes the Definition 5 independently of i.
Proposition 6.
1. k = ⌈δ/η⌉.
2. q0 = P r(Xn+1 = 0)P r(D < δ + η).
3. For all x ∈ [0, η), and w initially equal to k, u(x) = uw (x). uw (x) is defined as
follows:
u1 (x) = f orw(0, 1) + to0(0)P r(D > δ + x − (k − 1)η), for w = 1;
uw (x) = to0(0)P r(D > δ + x − (k − w)η)uw−1 (x)
+

w−2
X

f orw(0, a)to0(a)P r(D > δ + x − (a + k − w)η)uw−(a+1) (x)

a=1

+ f orw(0, w − 1)to0(w − 1)P r(D > δ + x − (k − 1)η)

+ f orw(0, w), for w > 1.
4. ps = q0 u(0).
The Proposition 6.3 is a recursive function which generates all permutations of 0’s and
1’s, for a given k, by making transitions in the Markov chain according to message losses
(1’s), and message receipts (0’s). The proof of Proposition 6, an example of Proposition
6.3, and further comments of the following propositions can be found in [25].
Proposition 7.
The nondegenerated cases q0 > 0 and u(0) > 0, in the proposed
model, occur when P r(D > δ) > 0, P r(D < δ + η) > 0, 0 < P r(Xn+1 = 0) < 1, and
0 < P r(Xn+1 ≥ 1) < 1.
The Definition 8 characterizes the probability for q to suspect p, and the Proposition 9
mathematically describes this probability.
Definition 8. For any i ≥ 1, let v(x) be the probability that q suspects p at time τi + x,
for every x ∈ [0, η). This suspicion occurs when no one of the messages mi+j is received by
time τi + x, for every 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1. Our u′ (x) assumes the Markov chain can be in any
initial state s ∈ S.
P
Proposition 9. v(x) = P r(Xn+1 = 0)v0,k (x) + hs=1 P r(Xn+1 ≥ s)vs,k (x). uw−1 (x)
and uw−(a+1) (x) use the u(x) definition in the Proposition 6 and the Definition 8. vs,w (x),
with w initially equal to k, is defined as follows:
vs,1 (x) = f orw(s, s + 1) + to0(s)P r(D > δ + x − (k − 1)η), for w = 1;
vs,w (x) = to0(s)P r(D > δ + x − (k − w)η)uw−1 (x)
+

w−2
X

f orw(s, s + a)to0(s + a)P r(D > δ + x − (a + k − w)η)uw−(a+1) (x)

a=1

+ f orw(s, s + w − 1)to0(s + w − 1)P r(D > δ + x − (k − 1)η)
+ f orw(s, s + w), for w > 1.
The following theorem summarizes our QoS analysis of the NFD-S, under loss bursts.
Theorem 16. Consider a system with synchronized clocks, where the probability of message loss pL , the distribution of message delays P r(D ≤ x), and the probability distribution
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of loss burst lengths are known. The failure detector NFD-S with parameters η and δ has
the following properties:
1. The detection time is bounded as follows and the bound is tight: TD ≤ δ + η. (1.1)
(1.2)
2. The average mistake recurrence time is: E(TM R ) = pηs .
3. The average mistake duration is: E(TM ) =

3.2.3

Rη
0

v(x)d(x)
.
ps

(1.3)

The Proposed NSM-NFD-S Configurator to Cope with Loss Bursts

Our goal is to find a configuration procedure, which takes as input the probabilistic behavior
L , T U ), and outputs η and δ. Hereafter,
of heartbeats and the QoS requirements (TDU , TM
R M
we call configurator as a short for configuration procedure. TDU is an upper bound on the
L
U
detection time, TM
R is a lower bound on the average mistake recurrence time, and TM is
an upper bound on the average mistake duration. Then, the QoS requirements are that:
L , E(T ) ≤ T U .
TD ≤ TDU , E(TM R ) ≥ TM
(1.4)
M
R
M
From the Theorem 16, the goal can be restated as a mathematical programming problem:
maximize η:
subject to δ + η ≤ TDU
(1.5)
η
L
≥
T
(1.6)
MR
ps
Rη

v(x)dx
ps

U
≤ TM
(1.7)
where the value of v(x) is given by the Proposition 9, and the value of ps is given by
the Proposition 6. Similar to Chen et al, the problem (1.7), which is hard to solve, was
replaced by a simpler and stronger constraint as follows.
Proposition 17. In the nondegenerated cases of the Proposition 7, E(TM ) ≤ qv(0)η
.
0 u(0)
0

From the problem (1.5) and Propositions 6 and 17, we obtain the following Proposition
18, which is used later on by the NSM-NFD-S configurator.
Proposition 18. Let be k′ = ⌈TDU /η⌉ − 1. At next, v ′ (0) and u′ (0) consider, like Chen et
P
′ (0).
al, only the messages 0 to k−1. v ′ (0) = P r(Xn+1 = 0)v0,k′ (0)+ hs=1 P r(Xn+1 = s)vs,k
′
′
vs,w (0), which is based on Proposition 9, is defined as follows:
′
vs,1
(0) = f orw(s, s + 1) + to0(s)P r(D > TDU − k′ η), for w = 1;
′
vs,w
(0) = to0(s)P r(D > TDU − (k′ − w + 1)η)u′w−1 (0)

+

w−2
X

f orw(s, s + a)to0(s + a)P r(D > TDU − (a + k′ − w + 1)η)u′w−(a+1) (0)

a=1

+ f orw(s, s + w − 1)to0(s + w − 1)P r(D > TDU − k′ η)
+ f orw(s, s + w), for w > 1.
′ (0) use the following u′ (0) definition, which is
The terms u′w−1 (0) and u′w−(a+1) (0) of vs,w
based on Proposition 6:
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u′1 (0) = f orw(0, 1) + to0(0)P r(D > TDU − k′ η), for w = 1;
u′w (0) = to(0)P r(D > TDU − (k′ − w + 1)η)u′w−1 (0)
+

w−2
X

f orw(0, a)to0(a)P r(D > TDU − (a + k′ − w + 1)η)u′w−(a+1) (0)

a=1

+ f orw(0, w − 1)to0(w − 1)P r(D > TDU − k′ η)
+ f orw(0, w), for w > 1.
NSM-NFD-S (New Sotoma and Madeira configurator for NFD-S) Configurator: From the assertions (1.4), (1.5), (1.6), (1.7) and Propositions 17 and 18, we obtain
the following configurator, called NSM-NFD-S configurator, to find η and δ:
Step 1 : Compute q0′ = P r(Xn+1 = 0)P r(D < TDU ) and let g(η) = v ′ (0)η/q0′ u′ (0), where
v ′ (0) = vk′ ′ (0). If q0′ u′ (0) = 0, then output “QoS cannot be achieved” and stop. Otherwise,
U.
find the largest ηmax ≤ TDU such that g(ηmax ) ≤ TM
L .
Step 2 : Let f (η) = η/q0′ u′ (0), find the largest η ≤ ηmax such that f (η) ≥ TM
R
U
Step 3 : Set δ = TD − η and output η and δ.
Theorem 19. Consider a system in which clocks are synchronized and the probability
of message loss pL , the distribution of message delays P r(D ≤ x), and the probability
distribution of loss burst lengths are known. Suppose we are given a set of QoS requirements
as in (1.4). The NSM-NFD-S configurator has two possible outcomes: 1) It outputs η and
δ. In this case, with parameters η and δ, the failure detector NFD-S satisfies the given QoS
requirements. 2) It outputs “QoS cannot be achieved”.

4

Unknown Delay Distribution and NFD-S

Hereafter we present new contributions to previous works. This Section provides a new
configurator to NFD-S which computes η and δ when P r(D ≤ x) is unknown. We use,
similarly to Chen et al, the following One-Sided Inequality: For any random variable D
V (D)
with finite expectance and finite variance, P r(D > t) ≤ V (D)+(t−E(D))
2 , for all t > E(D).
In short, the new configurator to be presented in this Section has more practical use because
it needs the mean and variance message delay rather than the knowledge of message delay
distribution (e.g. exponential, normal). By applying this inequality on Propositions 6, 9
and 18, we obtain the Proposition 20 and Heuristic 21, at next.
Proposition 20.
Let be k0 = ⌈(δ − E(D))/η⌉. In the following, u≥ (0) and v ≥ (0)
≥
(0) +
consider the messages 0 to k0 − 1, and w is initially k0 . v ≥ (0) = P r(Xn+1 = 0)v0,k
0
Ph
≥
≥
s=1 P r(Xn+1 ≥ s)vs,k0 (0). vs,w (0), which is based on Proposition 9, is defined as follows:
≥
vs,1
(0) = f orw(s, s + 1) + to0(s)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − E(D) − (k0 − 1)η)2 )), for w = 1;

≥
vs,w
(0) = to0(s)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − E(D) − (k0 − w)η)2 ))u≥
w−1 (0)

+

w−2
X

f orw(s, s + a)to0(s + a)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − E(D) − (a + k0 − w)η)2 ))u≥
w−(a+1) (0)

a=1

+ f orw(s, s + w − 1)to0(s + w − 1)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − E(D) − (k0 − 1)η)2 ))
+ f orw(s, s + w), for w > 1.
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≥
≥
≥ (0) use the following definition of u≥ (0), which
(0) of vs,w
The terms vw−1
(0) and vw−(a+1)
is based on Proposition 6:
2
u≥
1 (0) = f orw(0, 1) + to0(0)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − E(D) − (k0 − 1)η) )), for w = 1;
≥
2
u≥
w (0) = to(0)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − E(D) − (k0 − w)η) ))uw−1 (0)

+

w−2
X

f orw(0, a)to0(a)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − E(D) − (a + k0 − w)η)2 ))u≥
w−(a+1) (0)

a=1

+ f orw(0, w − 1)to0(w − 1)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − E(D) − (k0 − 1)η)2 ))
+ f orw(0, w), for w > 1.

Proof. For w = 1:
u1 (0) = f orw(0, 1) + to0(0)P r(D > δ − (k − 1)η)(By One-Sided Inequality:)
≤ f orw(0, 1) + to0(0)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − (k − 1)η − E(D))2 ), for k = ⌈δ/η⌉.
By One-Sided Inequality definition we have to guarantee that:


δ − E(D)
δ − E(D)
δ − (k − 1)η > E(D) ⇔ k <
+ 1 ⇒ k0 =
+1 −1
η
η


δ − E(D)
.
⇔ k0 =
η
So, by using k0 we have: f orw(0, 1) + to0(0)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − (k0 − 1)η − E(D))2 ) =
for k0 = ⌈(δ − E(D))/η⌉. For w > 1:
uw (0) = to0(0)P r(D > δ − (k − w)η)uw−1 (0)

u≥
1 (0),

+

w−2
X

f orw(0, a)to0(a)P r(D > δ − (a + k − w)η)uw−(a+1) (0)

a=1

+ f orw(0, w − 1)to0(w − 1)P r(D > δ − (k − 1)η)
+ f orw(0, w)(By One-Sided Inequality:)
≤ to0(0)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − (k − w)η − E(D))2 ))uw−1 (0)
+

w−2
X

f orw(0, a)to0(a)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − (a + k − w)η − E(D))2 ))uw−(a+1) (0)

a=1

+ f orw(0, w − 1)to0(w − 1)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − (k − 1)η − E(D))2 )
+ f orw(0, w), for k = ⌈δ/η⌉.
By One-Sided Inequality definition we have to guarantee that:
δ − (k − 1)η > E(D),

δ − (k − w)η > E(D),

δ − (a + k − w)η > E(D),

in other words, it is enough to guarantee that δ − (k − 1)η > E(D), which leads to


δ − E(D)
k0 =
as shown before. Therefore, by using k0 we have:
η
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to0(0)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − (k0 − w)η − E(D))2 ))uw−1 (0)
+

w−2
X

f orw(0, a)to0(a)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − (a + k0 − w)η − E(D))2 ))uw−(a+1) (0)

a=1

+ f orw(0, w − 1)to0(w − 1)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − (k0 − 1)η − E(D))2 )
+ f orw(0, w), for k0 = ⌈(δ − E(D))/η⌉;
≤ to0(0)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − (k0 − w)η − E(D))2 ))u≥
w−1 (0)
+

w−2
X

f orw(0, a)to0(a)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − (a + k0 − w)η − E(D))2 ))u≥
w−(a+1) (0)

a=1

+ f orw(0, w − 1)to0(w − 1)(V (D)/(V (D) + (δ − (k0 − 1)η − E(D))2 )
+ f orw(0, w), for k0 = ⌈(δ − E(D))/η⌉;
= u≥
w (0).

By analogy, the proof of v ≥ (0) follows directly from the proof of u≥ (0).

2

From Proposition 20 we obtain Heuristic 21 at next.
Heuristic 21. Consider a system with synchronized clocks and assume that δ > E(D).
For the NFD-S algorithm, we have E(TM R ) ≥ η/β e E(TM ) ≈ v ≥ (0)η/γ, where:
β = P r(Xn+1 = 0)u≥ (0),


(δ + η − E(D))2
γ = P r(Xn+1 = 0)
u≥ (0),
(V (D) + (δ + η − E(D))2 )
k0 = ⌈(δ − E(D))/η⌉.

Remark. The definition of k0 comes from Proposition 20. We comment first about
E(TM R ) ≥ η/β:
E(TM R ) =

η
ps

η
(From Theorem 16.2 and Proposition 6)
P r(Xn+1 = 0)P r(D < δ + η)u(0)
η
η
≥
(From Proposition 20)
≥
P r(Xn+1 = 0)u(0)
P r(Xn+1 = 0)u≥ (0)
= η/β.
=

L , then E(T
L
So, if η/β ≥ TM
M R ) ≥ TM R . In the following we comment about E(TM ) ≤
R
≥
v (0)η/γ:
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v(0)η
(From Proposition 17)
q(0)u(0)
v(0)η
=
(From Proposition 6)
P r(Xn+1 = 0)P r(D < δ + η)u(0)
Then, from Proposition 20, One-Sided Inequality and

E(TM ) ≤

use of k0 , we use the following approximation:
v ≥ (0)η
P r(Xn+1 = 0)
= v ≥ (0)η/γ.



(δ+η−E(D))2
(V (D)+(δ+η−E(D))2 )



u≥ (0)

U , then E(T ) ≈ T U .
If v ≥ (0)η/γ ≈ TM
2
M
M
From assertion (1.5) and Proposition 20, we obtain the Proposition 22 at next.
′
′
Proposition 22.
Let be k0′ = ⌈(TDU − E(D))/η⌉ − 1. At next, u≥ (0) and v ≥ (0)
′
′
≥
(0) +
consider the messages 0 to k0′ − 1, and w is initially k0′ . v ≥ (0) = P r(Xn+1 = 0)v0,k
0
Ph
′
′
≥
≥
s=1 P r(Xn+1 ≥ s)vs,k0 (0). vs,w (0), which is based on Proposition 20, is defined as follows:
′

≥
U
(0) = f orw(s, s + 1) + to0(s)(V (D)/(V (D) + (TD
− E(D) − k0′ η)2 )), for w = 1;
vs,1
′

′

≥
U
(0) = to0(s)(V (D)/(V (D) + (TD
− E(D) − (k0′ − w + 1)η)2 ))u≥
vs,w
w−1 (0)

+

w−2
X

′

U
f orw(s, s + a)to0(s + a)(V (D)/(V (D) + (TD
− E(D) − (a + k0′ − w + 1)η)2 ))u≥
w−(a+1) (0)

a=1

U
+ f orw(s, s + w − 1)to0(s + w − 1)(V (D)/(V (D) + (TD
− E(D) − k0′ η)2 ))

+ f orw(s, s + w), for w > 1.
′

′

≥
≥
≥ (0) use the following definition of u≥ (0), which
(0) and vw−(a+1)
(0) of vs,w
The term vw−1
is based on Proposition 6:
′

′

′

U
′
2
u≥
1 (0) = f orw(0, 1) + to0(0)(V (D)/(V (D) + (TD − E(D) − k0 η) )), for w = 1;
′

′

≥
U
′
2
u≥
w (0) = to(0)(V (D)/(V (D) + (TD − E(D) − (k0 − w + 1)η) ))uw−1 (0)

+

w−2
X

′

U
f orw(0, a)to0(a)(V (D)/(V (D) + (TD
− E(D) − (a + k0′ − w + 1)η)2 ))u≥
w−(a+1) (0)

a=1

U
+ f orw(0, w − 1)to0(w − 1)(V (D)/(V (D) + (TD
− E(D) − k0′ η)2 ))

+ f orw(0, w), for w > 1.

NSM-OSI-NFD-S (New Sotoma and Madeira configurator for NFD-S with
One-Sided Inequality) Configurator: From assertions (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), Heuristic 21 and Proposition 22, we obtain the following configurator, called NSM-OSI-NFD-S
configurator, to find η and δ:

 ′
U −E(D))2
′
(TD
Step 1 : Make g(η) = v ≥ (0)η/γ ′ , for γ ′ = P r(Xn+1 = 0) (V (D)+(T
u≥ (0). If
U −E(D))2 )
D

γ ′ = 0, then output “QoS can not be met” and stop. Otherwise, find the greatest ηmax ≤ TDU
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U.
such that g(ηmax ) ≤ TM
′
Step 2 : Let be f (η) = η/β ′ , for β ′ = P r(Xn+1 = 0)u≥ (0). Find the greatest η ≤ ηmax such
L .
that f (η) ≥ TM
R
Step 3 : Assign δ = TDU − η and output η and δ.
Theorem 23. Consider a system with synchronized clocks such that the probability of
message loss pL and the probability distribution of message loss bursts are known, and the
message delay distribution P r(D ≤ x) is unknown. Assume that is given a set of QoS
requirements as in (4.4). The NSM-OSI-NFD-S configurator has two possible outcomes:
1) It outputs η and δ. In this case, with parameters η and δ, the failure detector NFD-S
aproximmates to the QoS requirements. 2) It outputs “QoS can not be met”.
Proof. We prove Theorem 23 in the following two parts:
1. Assume that the NSM-OSI-NFD-S configurator outputs “QoS can not be met”. Then,
′
′
the
 in Step 1 because γ = 0. γ = 0 implies that P r(Xn+1 = 0) = 0,
 configuratdor stops
U −E(D))2
(TD
U −E(D))2 )
(V (D)+(TD

′

= 0, or u≥ (0) = 0. P r(Xn+1 = 0) = 1 − pL = 0 implies that when


U −E(D))2
(TD
U.
=0
q suspects p, E(TM ) = ∞ and so, q fails to met E(TM ) ≈ TM
U
2
(V (D)+(T −E(D)) )
′

D

implies that TDU = E(D), and u≥ (0) = 0 implies which there is no suspicion. In these two
U . Therefore, the
cases, E(TM ) = g(η) = ∞, which leads q to fail to satisfy E(TM ) ≈ TM
failure detector q can not satisfy the requested QoS in this case.
2. Assume that the NSM-OSI-NFD-S configurator outputs the parameters η and δ.
Then, from Step 3, we have TDU = η + δ. By part 1 of Theorem 16, TD ≤ TDU is satisfied.
In this case γ ′ > 0 because otherwise g(η) = ∞, and the NSM-OSI-NFD-S configurator
would output “QoS can not be met” in place of η and δ. From Heuristic 21, Proposition 17
′
U . So, E(T ) aproximmates to T U .
≤ TM
and Step 1, E(TM ) ≈ g(η) = v ≥ (0)η/γ ′ ≈ qv(0)η
M
M
0 u(0)
f (η) = η/β ′ , from restriction (4.2) and from Heuristic 21, E(TM R ) ≥ f (η) = η/β ′ = η/β.
L
Then from Step 2, E(TM R ) ≥ TM
2
R is satisfied.

5

Model of Configurator for NFD-U

The NFD-S failure detector and the proposed configurators NSM-NFD-S and NSM-OSINFD-S assume synchronized clocks (for example, by using NTP (Network Time Protocol)).
This section shows how to build an NSM-NFD-U configurator for the NFD-U failure detector. NSM-NFD-U assumes that the clocks are not synchronized. The Chen et al NFD-U
failure detector is shown in Figure 3.
Similarly to Chen et al, the QoS analysis of NFD-U is obtained from replacement of δ by
E(D) + α in Proposition 20 and in Heuristic 21. Additionally, the NFD-U failure detector
must satisfy the following QoS requirements, the same of Chen et al:
L ,
U.
TD ≤ TDu + E(D), E(TM R ) ≥ TM
E(TM ) ≤ TM
(4.8)
R
The real upper bound on detection time TD is not TDu , but TDu plus an unknown the
message average delay E(D). So, TDU is TDu + E(D).
By applying δ = E(D) + α in Proposition 20, we obtain the following Proposition 24.
Proposition 24.
Let be k0 = ⌈α/η⌉. In the following, u≥ (0) and v ≥ (0) consider
P
≥
messages 0 to k0 −1, and w is initially k0 . v ≥ (0) = P r(Xn+1 = 0)v0,k
(0)+ hs=1 P r(Xn+1 ≥
0
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Process p: {using p’s local clock}
1 for all i ≥ 1, at time iη, send heartbeat mi to q;
Process q: {using q’s local clock}
2 Initialization:
3
τ0 = 0;
4
l = −1;
{l keeps the largest sequence number in all messages q received so far}
5 upon τl+1 = current time:
{if the current time reaches τl+1 , then none of
the received messages is still fresh}
6
output ← S;
{suspect p since no received message is still fresh at this time}
7 upon receive message mj at time t:
8
if j > l then
{received a message with a higher sequence number}
9
l ← j;
10
τl+1 ← EAl+1 + α;
{set the next τl+1 using the expected arrival time of ml+1 }
11
if t < τl+1 then output ← T ;
{trust p since ml is still fresh at time t}

Figure 3: NFD-U algorithm with parameters η and α (unsynchronized clocks, but EAl+1 ’s
are known).
≥
≥ (0), which is based on Proposition 9, is defined as follows:
(0). vs,w
s)vs,k
0
≥
vs,1
(0) = f orw(s, s + 1) + to0(s)(V (D)/(V (D) + (α − (k0 − 1)η)2 )), for w = 1;
≥
vs,w
(0) = to0(s)(V (D)/(V (D) + (α − (k0 − w)η)2 ))u≥
w−1 (0)

+

w−2
X

f orw(s, s + a)to0(s + a)(V (D)/(V (D) + (α − (a + k0 − w)η)2 ))u≥
w−(a+1) (0)

a=1

+ f orw(s, s + w − 1)to0(s + w − 1)(V (D)/(V (D) + (α − (k0 − 1)η)2 ))
+ f orw(s, s + w), for w > 1.
≥
≥
≥ (0) use the following definition of u≥ (0), which
The terms vw−1
(0) and vw−(a+1)
(0) of vs,w
is based on Proposition 6:
2
u≥
1 (0) = f orw(0, 1) + to0(0)(V (D)/(V (D) + (α − (k0 − 1)η) )), for w = 1;
≥
2
u≥
w (0) = to(0)(V (D)/(V (D) + (α − (k0 − w)η) ))uw−1 (0)

+

w−2
X

f orw(0, a)to0(a)(V (D)/(V (D) + (α − (a + k0 − w)η)2 ))u≥
w−(a+1) (0)

a=1

+ f orw(0, w − 1)to0(w − 1)(V (D)/(V (D) + (α − (k0 − 1)η)2 ))
+ f orw(0, w), for w > 1.

By applying δ = E(D) + α in Heuristic 21, we obtain the following Heuristic 25.
Heuristic 25.

Consider a system with unsynchronized clocks and assume that α > 0.
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For the NFD-U algorithm, we have E(TM R ) ≥ η/β and E(TM ) ≈ v ≥ (0)η/γ, where:
β = P r(Xn+1 = 0)u≥ (0),


(α + η)2
γ = P r(Xn+1 = 0)
u≥ (0),
(V (D) + (α + η)2 )
k0 = ⌈α/η⌉.
By using (4.5), δ + η ≤ TDU , TDU = TDu + E(D), and δ = E(D) + α, we have that
α + η = TDu . By using this in Proposition 24 we obtain the following Proposition 26.
′
′
Proposition 26. Let be k0′ = ⌈TDu /η⌉ − 1. In the following, u≥ (0) and v ≥ (0) consider
P
′
′
′
h
≥
≥
≥′
P r(Xn+1 ≥ s)vs,k
messages 0 to k0′ −1. v ≥ (0) = P r(Xn+1 = 0)v0,k
′ (0)+
′ (0). vs,w (0),
s=1
0
0
which is based on Proposition 9, is defined as follows:
′

≥
u
(0) = f orw(s, s + 1) + to0(s)(V (D)/(V (D) + (TD
− k0′ η)2 )), for w = 1;
vs,1
′

′

≥
u
− (k0′ − w + 1)η)2 ))u≥
(0) = to0(s)(V (D)/(V (D) + (TD
vs,w
w−1 (0)

+

w−2
X

′

u
− (a + k0′ − w + 1)η)2 ))u≥
f orw(s, s + a)to0(s + a)(V (D)/(V (D) + (TD
w−(a+1) (0)

a=1

u
+ f orw(s, s + w − 1)to0(s + w − 1)(V (D)/(V (D) + (TD
− k0′ η)2 ))

+ f orw(s, s + w), for w > 1.
′

′

≥
≥
≥ (0) use the following definition of u≥ (0), which
(0) and vw−(a+1)
(0) of vs,w
The terms vw−1
is based on Proposition 6:
′

′

′

u
′
2
u≥
1 (0) = f orw(0, 1) + to0(0)(V (D)/(V (D) + (TD − k0 η) )), for w = 1;
′

′

≥
u
′
2
u≥
w (0) = to(0)(V (D)/(V (D) + (TD − (k0 − w + 1)η) ))uw−1 (0)

+

w−2
X

′

u
f orw(0, a)to0(a)(V (D)/(V (D) + (TD
− (a + k0′ − w + 1)η)2 ))u≥
w−(a+1) (0)

a=1

u
+ f orw(0, w − 1)to0(w − 1)(V (D)/(V (D) + (TD
− k0′ η)2 ))
+ f orw(0, w), for w > 1.

NSM-NFD-U Configurator: From assertions (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), Heuristic 25
and Proposition 26, we obtain the following configurator, called NSM-NFD-U configurator,
to find η and α:
 ′

u )2
′
(TD
u≥ (0). If γ ′ = 0,
Step 1 : Make g(η) = v ≥ (0)η/γ ′ , for γ ′ = P r(Xn+1 = 0) (V (D)+(T
u )2 )
D
then output “QoS can not be met” and stop. Otherwise, find the greater ηmax ≤ TDu such
U.
that g(ηmax ) ≤ TM
′
Step 2 : Let be f (η) = η/β ′ , for β ′ = P r(Xn+1 = 0)u≥ (0). Find the greater η ≤ ηmax such
L .
that f (η) ≥ TM
R
Step 3 : Assign α = TDu − η and output η and α.
Figure 4 presents a scheme of the NFD-U configuration. In this case the EAl+1 ’s are
known. The estimator of the probabilistic behaviour of heartbeats provides estimates for
pL , V (D) and pL,z ’s. The NSM-NFD-U configurator uses these estimates with the QoS
requirements and then outputs the parameters η and α.
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Estimator of the probabilistic
behaviour of heartbeats
pL

V (D)

pL,z ’s

QoS requirements
Configurator

L , TU
TDu , TM
R
M

η

α

NFD-U Failure detector
(EAl+1 ’s are known)
Figure 4: Configuration of NFD-U by NSM-NFD-U.

Theorem 27.
Consider a system with unsynchronized clocks and the message loss
probability pL and the probability distribution of message loss bursts are known, and the
message delay probability distribution P r(D ≤ x) is unknown. Assume that a set of QoS
requirements is given as is (4.8). The NSM-NFD-U configurator has two possible outcomes:
1) It outputs η and α. In this case, with parameters η and α, the NFD-U failure detector
aproximmates to the QoS requirements. 2) It outputs “QoS can not be met”.
A proof for Theorem 27 can be derived directly from the proof of Theorem 23.
Figure 5 presents a scheme of the NFD-E configuration. The only difference with the
NFD-U configuration (Figure 4) is that the EAl+1 ’s are estimated. In the following section,
several possible estimators of EAl+1 are presented.

Estimator of probabilistic
behaviour of heartbeats
pL

V (D)

pL,z ’s

QoS requirements
L , TU
TDu , TM
R
M

Configurator
η

EAl+1 ’s
α

NFD-E failure detector
(EAl+1 ’s are estimated)
Figure 5: Configuration of NFD-E by NSM-NFD-E.
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6

Simulation with Real Data

This section presents: the configuration of the simulation with collected data between two
real networks; the analysis of detection time, mistake duration and mistake recurrence times;
and an overall discussion of the results.

6.1

Configuration of the Simulation

The simulation has used collected data from the Brazilian link between the prof.dct.ufms.br
computer at the Departament of Computing and Statistics (DCT) of UFMS (Federal University of Mato Grosso do Sul) and the belem.ic.unicamp.br computer of Institute of
Computing at UNICAMP (University of Campinas). The gathering was performed in the
following days: November 29th and 30th and December 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 7th to 13th
in 2005. The packets was sent unidirectionaly from DCT to IC by using the version 0.70
of rude (http://rude.sourceforge.net/rude) tool to send packets and crude tool to
collect them, with the computer prof sincronizing its clock with the computer belem by
rdate at each 1 minute. The period used in each day was from 7:01 to 24:00.
Table 1: An overview of collected data.
Day
November 29th
November 30th
December 1st
December 3rd
December 4th
December 5th
December 7th
December 8th
December 9th
December 10th
December 11th
December 12th
December 13th

pL
0.101422
0.124808
0.109601
0.001832
0.007164
0.125055
0.073340
0.030864
0.000720
0.001995
0.006510
0.002584
0.002241

h
1481
208
250
3
12
25
6
468
1
107
115
2
31

E(D)
0.557797
0.561340
0.573751
0.552977
0.554129
0.562738
0.550084
0.550982
0.555134
0.563183
0.559827
0.553556
0.553351

V
0.088631
0.140205
0.100157
0.102306
0.109123
0.092607
0.096384
0.111969
0.114588
0.123667
0.095989
0.106856
0.104977

On top of each graphic the following information is showed: pL , h, E, V , min(TM R )
or min(TM ), and max(TM R ) or max(TM ). The simulation used the NFD-E algorithm
with the following delay estimators: a) the average of all message delays perceived until
the estimation (MEAN), b) the average of the last n delays perceived until the estimation
(WINMEANn), with n ∈ {4, 8, 16, 2, 64, 128, 256}, and c) the last delay perceived until the
estimation (LAST).
The used TDU values varied from 1.6 to 4 s, with steps of 0.1 s. The Chen et al work,
varied TDU values from 1 to 3.5 s. The initial value of 1.6 was used due to η = 1, and the
message delay was around 0.5 seconds.
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The collected data in the WAN showed a high mean in message delays, about 0.5
seconds, a high variance, about 0.09 seconds (which provides a standard deviation about
0.3 seconds), and the occurrence of a wide range of message loss burst lengths, from 1 to
1481. Table 1 shows the characteristics of each observed day.
In the following sections, Chen-NFD-E refers to Chen et al configurator for NFD-E and
NSM-NFD-E refers to the NSM-NFD-E configurator defined in the end of Section 5.
01dec05.TD−LAST−TD: pL= 0.109601; h= 250; E= 0.573751; V= 0.100157; min(TD)= 1.103408; max(TD)= 3.994627

Detection time observed in simulation

4

Reference line
Mean detection time
Maximum detection time

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

U

Required bound TD on the worst case detection time

Figure 6: Detection time satisfied by NFD-E when using LAST.
01dec05.TD−WINMEAN32−TD: pL= 0.109601; h= 250; E= 0.573751; V= 0.100157; min(TD)= 1.065596; max(TD)= 4.325236

Detection time observed in simulation

4

Reference line
Mean detection time
Maximum detection time

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

U

Required bound TD on the worst case detection time

Figure 7: Detection time is not satisfied by NFD-E when using WINMEAN32.

6.2

Analysis of Detection Time

The detection time was verified from the calculation of the greatest detection time observed in 200 runs with arbitrary crash times for each day period and for each value of
detection time. The data show that the use of a window in the message delay estimation
(WINMEANn) do not lead the NFD-E failure detector to guarantee the detection time
restrictions. The estimators WINMEANn always lead NFD-E to cross the upper bound in
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detection time. In fact, only the estimators MEAN and LAST made NFD-E to satisfy the
detection time, practically in an indistinguishable way.
In Figures 6 and 7 at next, the maximum (obtained) detection time, mean (which only
considers the values different from zero) and expected maximum (line of reference), of NFDE, for LAST and WINMEAN32, respectively, are shown.
Figure 6 clearly shows that the detection time is satisfied by NFD-E when using LAST.
Because the detection time is satisfied in a very similar way by NFD-E when using MEAN,
its figure is not shown. Figure 7 shows that the detection time is not satisfied by NFDE when using WINMEAN32. The other estimators WINMEANn also made NFD-E to
perform similarly to that with WINMEAN32.

6.3

Analysis of Mistake Recurrence Time

The mistake recurrence time was verified from the average of mistake recurrence intervals
observed in a day period for each value of detection time. In this section and in the next
one, the figures use the term CHEN-analytic to refer to the analytical value generated by
the Chen-NFD-E configurator, and the term NSM-analytic to refer to the analytical value
generated by the NSM-NFD-E configurator.
The data show that the chosen delay estimator impacts little to NFD-E satisfies the
mistake recurrence time requested (represented by the analytical values in the figures at
next). The NSM-NFD-E configurator behaves similarly to the Chen-NFD-E configurator
L requirement in all cases. However, the Chen-NFD-E configurator fails
and satisfies the TM
R
in December 04th, as Figure 8 illustrates. This figure shows the behaviour of the NFD-E
when using the WINMEAN32 estimator but this behaviour is similar to the other considered
estimators. In the case of Figure 8, pL = 0.007164, but h = 12, which explains the fact
the Chen-NFD-E configurator fails, because it considers only the low pL . The NSM-NFD-E
configurator considers both low pL and the length of message loss bursts (h = 12), and so
it does not overestimate the TM R value.
04dec05.toplot−WINMEAN32−TMR: pL= 0.007164; h= 12; E= 0.554129; V= 0.109123; min(TMR)= 1.019141; max(TMR)= 1978.853684
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Figure 8:

L
TM
R

is not satisfied by NFD-E when using Chen-NFD-E configurator.

The WINMEANn estimators, with n not so big (from 4 to 32), lead the NFD-E to
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behave similarly and generate graphics in a well defined step form like in Figure 9. However,
WINMEANn estimators with big window (n from 64), for example 256 in Figure 10, and
the LAST and MEAN estimators lead the NFD-E to behave similarly and generate graphics
smoother and the NFD-E behaviour is closer to the analytical values.
29nov05.toplot−WINMEAN4−TMR: pL= 0.101422; h= 1481; E= 0.557797; V= 0.088631; min(TMR)= 1.018021; max(TMR)= 410.261609
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Figure 9: Behaviour of NFD-E in a step form with WINMEAN4.
29nov05.toplot−WINMEAN256−TMR: pL= 0.101422; h= 1481; E= 0.557797; V= 0.088631; min(TMR)= 1.018021; max(TMR)= 381.637393
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Figure 10: Behaviour of NFD-E is closer to analytical values with WINMEAN256.

6.4

Analysis of Mistake Duration

The mistake duration was verified from the average of mistake duration intervals observed
in a day period for each value of detection time. The data show that the chosen delay
estimator impacts much to NFD-E satisfies the mistake duration requested (represented
by the analytical values in the figures at next). Moreover, the number of intervals of
mistake duration related to the maximum loss burst length (h) and/or variance also impacts
very much. Both the NSM-NFD-E configurator and Chen-NFD-E configurator do not lead
U requirement in several cases. However, the NSM-NFD-E
the NFD-E to satisfy the TM
configurator is clearly better than Chen-NFD-E configurator when there are long loss bursts.
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05dec05.toplot−WINMEAN256−TM: pL= 0.125055; h= 25; E= 0.562738; V= 0.092607; min(TM)= 0.294016; max(TM)= 14.135227
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U is not satisfied for low values of T U .
Figure 11: TM
D

05dec05.toplot−WINMEAN4−TM: pL= 0.125055; h= 25; E= 0.562738; V= 0.092607; min(TM)= 0.294016; max(TM)= 1.759123
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U
TM

is better satisfied for low values of

TDU .

The Figure 11, with WINMEAN256, represents the behaviour of NFD-E with WINMEAN128, WINMEAN64, LAST and MEAN. NFD-E with the WINMEAN32, WINMEAN16
and WINMEAN8 estimators approximate the behaviour with WINMEAN4 in Figure 12,
which offers the best estimate to the NFD-E behaviour for low values of TDU . In this case, in
which pL = 0.125 is much high and the maximum loss bust length is not so long (h = 25),
both NSM-NFD-E and Chen-NFD-E configurators perform similarly. Because this pattern
of WINMEAN4 (as with WINMEAN8, WINMEAN16 and WINMEAN32) be better than
WINMEAN256 repeats in the other days, the following figures show only results with WINMEAN4. In fact, Figure 12 presents a behaviour much similar to that observed in December
U analytical values of both NSM-NFD-E and Chen-NFD-E
7th (not shown), in which the TM
configurators could catch better the behaviour of NFD-E.
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08dec05.toplot−WINMEAN4−TM: pL= 0.030864; h= 468; E= 0.550982; V= 0.111969; min(TM)= 1.041559; max(TM)= 65.574780
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Figure 13: TM
D
08dec05.toplot−WINMEAN4−TM: pL= 0.030864; h= 468; E= 0.550982; V= 0.111969; min(TM)= 15; max(TM)= 2062
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NFD-E with WINMEAN32, WINMEAN16 and WINMEAN8 estimators approximate
the behaviour with WINMEAN4 in Figure 13, which offers the best estimate to NFD-E
behaviour for low values of TDU . For TDU from 2.5 and for TDU from 3.5, WINMEAN4 leads
NFD-E to behaves very much poorly, but this occurs due a few number of mistake duration
intervals (see Figure 14) related to the maximum loss burst length (h = 468). In this case,
in which pL = 0.03 is high, but h = 468 is so long, the NSM-NFD-E configurator provides
analytical values better than the Chen-NFD-E configurator, from TDU = 2.5.
Figure 13 presents a behaviour much similar to that observed in November 29th and
30th and December 1st (not shown), in which pL ’s are much high (from 0.03) and h’s are also
much high (from 208), and the NSM-NFD-E configurator provides analytical values with
increasing trend, while the Chen-NFD-E configurator provides analytical values practically
constant.
NFD-E with WINMEAN32, WINMEAN16 and WINMEAN8 estimators approximate
the behavior with WINMEAN4 in Figure 15, which offers the best estimate to NFD-E behaviour. The loss probability pL = 0.006510 is very low and the variance is high (0.095989),
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but h = 115 is high.
U is not satisfied, even though the high
For TDU = 1.6 the variance impacts so that TM
number of mistake duration intervals (see Figure 16). For TDU = 1.7 there is a sharp
reduction in the number of mistake duration intervals, but it still is above h (115), which has
little impact in TM . From TDU = 1.8, the number of mistake duration intervals is lower than
h (115), which impacts very much in TM and leads NFD-E to behaves very much poorly from
TDU = 2.6. However, the NSM-NFD-E configurator improves the prediction from TDU = 3,
while the Chen-NFD-E configurator stays constant. The NSM-NFD-E configurator is better
than Chen-NFD-E configurator because it considers pL , which is considered by Chen-NFDE, plus the length of loss burst (h = 115), which Chen-NFD-E does not consider.
11dec05.toplot−WINMEAN4−TM: pL= 0.006510; h= 115; E= 0.559827; V= 0.095989; min(TM)= 1.014717; max(TM)= 17.944536
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Figure 15: TM is impacted by high variance and high h.
11dec05.toplot−WINMEAN4−TM: pL= 0.006510; h= 115; E= 0.559827; V= 0.095989; min(TM)= 24; max(TM)= 1268
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Figure 16: TM is impacted by high variance and high h.
Figure 15 presents a behaviour much similar to that observed in December 4th, 10th
and 13th (not shown), in which pL ’s are much low (below 0.008) and h’s are medium (12)
and high (from 31), and the NSM-NFD-E configurator also provides analytical values with
increasing trend, while the Chen-NFD-E configurator provides analytical values practically
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constant.
NFD-E with WINMEAN32, WINMEAN16 and WINMEAN8 estimators approximate
the behaviour with WINMEAN4 in Figure 17, which offers the best estimate to NFD-E
behaviour for low values of TDU . For TDU from 2.5, WINMEAN4 leads NFD-E to behave
very much poorly, but this occurs due to a few number of mistake duration intervals (see
U due to the high variance
Figure 18) which is not enough to provide a low average of TM
(0.114588), even though h = 1 and the loss probability be very low (0.000720). In this case,
both NSM-NFD-E and Chen-NFD-E configurators provide similar analytical values, which
is natural because both pL = 0.000720 and h = 1 are very low.
09dec05.toplot−WINMEAN4−TM: pL= 0.000720; h= 1; E= 0.555134; V= 0.114588; min(TM)= 1.010357; max(TM)= 10.916689
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Figure 17: TM
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09dec05.toplot−WINMEAN4−TM−number: pL= 0.000720; h= 1; E= 0.555134; V= 0.114588; min(TM)= 15; max(TM)= 1293
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Figure 17 presents a behaviour much similar to that observed in December 3rd and
12th (not shown), in which pL ’s are much low (below 0.003) and h’s are much low (below
4), and the NSM-NFD-E configurator provides analytical values similar to Chen-NFD-E
configurator analytical values (practically constant).
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6.5

Overall Discussion of the Simulation

The data collected from a Brazilian link between two networks show a high message delay,
a high variance, and long message loss bursts. The simulation with those data show the
message delay estimator impacts so much in the quality of service of the NFD-E failure
detector.
In the case of detection time, only the MEAN and LAST estimators lead the NFD-E
algorithm to satisfy the required detection time, while all others estimators WINMEANn
do not work well. MEAN uses message delay values more stable than WINMEANn, which
is an advantage for detection time because temporary periods with delays above the average
use a mean in the case of MEAN and a higher value in the case of WINMEANn. Due to
LAST uses only the most recent delay as the estimate, the detection time also is timely.
Because this behaviour of NFD-E detection time has occurred in the all observed days under
variable conditions of message delay (from 0.550084 to 0.573751s), variance (from 0.088631
to 0.140205s2 ) and loss burst length (from 1 to 1481), it indicates that NFD-E with LAST
or MEAN estimators always tends to satisfy the detection time.
In the case of mistake recurrence times, MEAN and LAST are also good estimators
and lead NFD-E to behave in a way closer to the analytical values of Chen-NFD-E and
NSM-NFD-E configurators. The WINMEANn estimators with big windows (n from 64)
also lead NFD-E to behave like with MEAN and LAST. WINMEANn estimators with little
windows (n below 32), like WINMEAN4, are better than MEAN and LAST. The NSMNFD-E configurator generated analytical values which did not fail in any day (even with
wide variability in delay mean, variance, loss probability and loss burst lengths and with
any of considered estimators), but the Chen-NFD-E configurator failed in December 04th
(for all considered estimators). This failure occurs because Chen-NFD-E configurator does
not consider the loss burst length in its model.
In the case of mistake duration, unlike the detection time and the mistake recurrence
time, MEAN and LAST are not good estimators, mainly to low values of TDU and they lead
NFD-E to behave far away from the analytical values of Chen-NFD-E and NSM-NFD-E
configurators. For the mistake duration intervals, WINMEAN4 was the best estimator.
Both configurators fail to satisfy the mistake duration. Both configurators generate similar
values when the loss probability is high or low, and the loss burst lengths are not so long.
The long loss bursts or high variance are very harmful for NFD-E algorithm and leads it
to not satisfy the TM analytical values of the configurators. However, the NSM-NFD-E
configurator is better than Chen-NFD-E configurator when the loss burst lengths are long.
With high variance, even when there are low pL and low h, both configurators provide bad
and similar analytical values which are very far from the NFD-E behaviour.
In short, the NFD-E configurator effectiveness depends so much of the delay estimators,
mainly to satisfy detection time and mistake duration requirements. The estimator choice
by the NFD-E configurator user would privilege one of these requirements. However, in
practice, to satisfy TDU with NFD-E we must satisfy TDu +E(D). So, the NFD-E configurator
user can periodically execute the configurator to obtain a more precise analytical values with
the same η by using the most recent estimates (mean, loss probability and loss burst length
probability). The main causes of no good results to both configurators about mistake
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duration are high variance (see Figure 17) and long bursts associated with a number of
mistake duration intervals below h (see Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16). Mistake recurrence time
is much easier to be satisfied, and the NFD-E configurator can predict well the behaviour
of the NFD-E, practically independent of the chosen delay estimator. The results confirm
those ones obtained by Nunes and Jansch-Pôrto [19] and Falai and Bondavalli [10] that the
choice of the message delay estimator has much impact on the QoS of failure detectors and
that is difficult to obtain estimators/predictors which are good to lead the failure detectors
U and T L
to satisfy TDU , TM
M R at the same time.
Because detection time is satisfied only with MEAN and LAST estimators, the Table 2 shows an overview of the simulation results for mistake duration (TM ) and mistake
recurrence times (TM R ).

Table 2: An overview of accuracy results.

L
TMR

U
TM

7

Chen-NFD-E and
NFD-E behavior
Satisfied, except in December 04th (see Figure
8).

Not satisfied, but ChenNFD-E is similar to
NSM-NFD-E when pL is
very low (e.g. 0.000720)
and h is 1 (no loss burst)
(see Figure 17).

NSM-NFD-E and
NFD-E behavior
Always satisfied and
NSM-NFD-E is better
than Chen-NFD-E when
pL is very low (e.g.
0.007164) and h is not
short (e.g.
12) (see
Figure 8).
Not satisfied, but NSMNFD-E is better than
Chen-NFD-E when long
loss bursts occur (see
Figures 12, 13 e 15).

Message delay
estimator
MEAN, LAST, WINMEANn
(n
∈
[64, 256]) are good
and similar (see Figure 10).
WINMEANn (n ∈ [4, 32]) are
better and WINMEAN4 is the
best (see Figure 9).
MEAN, LAST and WINMEANn
(n ∈ [64, 256]) are much
bad estimators (see Figure 11).
WINMEANn (n ∈ [4, 32]) are
better and WINMEAN4 is the
best (see Figure 12).

Conclusions

This paper proposed a new NFD-U/NFD-E configurator for Chen et al NFD-U/NFDE algorithm [7] for unsynchronized clocks. The evaluation was done with data collected
from a link between two universities located in different Brazilian States. The proposed
configurators work better than the original one when long message loss bursts occur and is
similar to Chen et al configurator when there are no loss bursts. The better performance
comes from the additional knowledge of distribution of the message loss burst lengths, which
is used to build a configurator based on a Markov model. The simulation also confirms
previous results about the impact of the message delay estimator on failure detectors QoS.
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